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"The Sack of Panama: Sir Henry Morgan's Adventures on the Spanish Main" by Peter Earle. Captain Henry Morgan's capture of the city of Panamá in 1671 is seen as one of the most audacious military operations in history. Morgan's raid was the last in a series of brutal attacks on Spanish possessions in the Caribbean, all sanctioned by the British crown. See more.

Morgan's Revenge Anniversary Vintage Game Tin - This version of the best-selling, Historic Pirate Game is now available in a Classic Anniversary Edition Tin. Includes 6 Gold Doubloons, 6 Silver Pieces of Eight and 1 Wagering Top in a solid black platform. Highlights of Pirate Lore and Sir Henry Morgan's travels are included. Authentic American Game by Channel Craft Made in the U.S.A. $12.70. See more.